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Abstract. In self-organizing multi-agent systems, inter-agent variation
is known to improve swarm performance significantly. Response dura-
tion, the amount of time that an agent spends on a task, has been pro-
posed as a form of inter-agent variation that may be beneficial. In the
biological literature, variability in agent response duration in natural
swarms for desynchronizing agent actions has been discussed for some
time. This form of variation, however, is not well understood in artificial
swarms. In this work, we explore inter-agent variation in response dura-
tion as a desynchronization technique. We find that variation in response
duration does desynchronize agent behaviors and does improve swarm
performance on a two-dimensional tracking problem in which the swarm
must push a tracker, staying as close as possible to a moving target. By
preventing agents from reacting identically to task stimuli and keeping
some agents on task longer, response duration helps smooth the swarm’s
path and allows it to better track the target into path features such as
corners.

Keywords: Multi-agent system · Inter-agent variation · Response du-
ration · Response threshold.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we investigate variable response duration as a mechanism for
promoting effective self-organization in a decentralized swarm. The decentral-
ized and redundant structure of swarms make them potentially very robust and
adaptable. These same qualities, however, also make the task of coordinating
agents within a swarm a challenging problem. For a swarm to address any rea-
sonably interesting problem, the agents in the swarm must be able to distribute
themselves intelligently among multiple tasks, even in problems where task stim-
uli are globally sensed by all agents. Such coordinated responses can be difficult
to achieve when all agents act independently. A significant body of work has
studied how variation in when agents are triggered to act, i.e. variation in re-
sponse threshold, can desynchronize agent actions enough to generate effective
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division of labor [6, 15, 16, 20, 21, 24, 23]. Biological studies hypothesize that vari-
ation in how long agents work before they stop to re-assess their actions can also
contribute to desynchronizing decentralized swarms of agents [22]. This work ex-
amines the effectiveness of variable response duration on swarm self-organization
and its strengths and weaknesses relative to and in conjunction with variable re-
sponse thresholds.

Effective self-organization of decentralized swarms requires desynchroniza-
tion of the agents within a swarm to achieve diversity in agent actions. If agents
make action decisions at different times, they are likely to encounter different
stimuli and, thus, have the potential to act differently. A commonly used method
of desynchronization is variation in response threshold. Giving each agent a dif-
ferent threshold for each task stimulus causes agents to be triggered at different
times by a given stimulus. As a result, agents enter the workforce gradually
rather than all at the same time and entry into the workforce may stop after
task needs have been fully addressed by a subset of agents. Simply assigning
agents randomly generated thresholds over a uniform distribution is sufficient
to generate division of labor in a swarm [15, 23]. Studies have examined both
static distributions of thresholds [8, 12, 15, 18, 19, 23, 24] and dynamically evolved
thresholds [2–7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 19, 21].

Weidenmuller’s [22] study on honeybee thermoregulation points out that a
different factor may also contribute to the desynchronization of agent actions in
a decentralized swarm: variation in response duration. Response duration refers
to the amount of time that an agent works on a task before stopping to re-assess
its actions. Instead of all agents evaluating task demands and selecting an action
in every unit of time, agents may work differing numbers of time units on a task
before stopping to reconsider task demands. The varying durations cause agents
to be desynchronized with respect to when they evaluate task stimuli, increasing
the chance that they will sense different stimuli and react diversely.

Active adjustment of the amount of time agents spend on tasks is not new
to swarm self-organization studies. Factors such as the amount of time that
agents have been resting or active [1, 17], agent success rate or productivity on
task [25], and perceived relative task demands [11] have been used to affect
when agents start and stop work on tasks. In all of these approaches, however,
response durations are tied in part to external forces, e.g. the availability of jobs
or density of jobs. As such, even though agents act independently, there exists
the possibility that the external forces that are driving their response durations
could inadvertently synchronize agents.

We are interested in response duration as an inherent characteristic of an
agent and whether variation in agent response duration within a swarm can
contribute to more effective self-organization. We study the performance of a
decentralized swarm on a collective tracking problem. We first examine whether
the desynchronizing effects of variable response duration is able to improve a
swarm’s ability to self-organize. We then explore the implications of varying the
average expected response duration lengths of the agents. Finally we present
interesting results combining two mechanisms for desynchronizing decentralized
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swarms: variable response durations combined with variable response thresholds.
Our results indicate that variable response duration is a viable method for im-
proving self-organization in swarms and suggest that the interaction of multiple
forms of inter-agent variation may result in richer behavior than any single form
alone.

2 Problem description

In seminal work on inter-individual variation in bumblebees [22], Weidenmuller
explores collective nest thermoregulation. In that problem, individual bees choose
between two tasks, flapping their wings or shivering, to lower or raise the temper-
ature in the hive, respectively. Thermoregulation is a one-dimensional problem
in which the two tasks are in opposition. For the testbed in this work, we use a
two-dimensional tracking problem in which the swarm attempts to move an ob-
ject to track, as closely as possible, a target. The target’s path is unknown to the
agents comprising the swarm. Superficially very different from thermoregulation,
this problem is quite similar though more complex.

A simulation is divided into a predetermined number of time steps. During
each time step, the target moves a fixed distance in a direction determined by
the underlying path. Random paths may change direction as often as every time
step, creating frequently changing task demands, while periodic paths create
periods of nearly constant task demands followed by brief periods of abrupt
changes.

To track the target, each agent can undertake one of four tasks in each
timestep: push NORTH, push SOUTH, push EAST, or push WEST. Task demands for
the swarm are determined by movement of the target. Agents are aware of the
demands in the form of the task stimuli, the distances between the target and
tracker in each dimension. Let ∆x = target.x − tracker.x and ∆y = target.y −
tracker.y. Task stimuli are defined as: σN = −∆y, σE = −∆x, σS = ∆y, and
σW = ∆x.

Whether an agent acts in a given time step is determined by the task stimuli
and one or more forms of inter-agent variation described previously. Without
inter-agent variation, agents respond in lockstep to stimuli, inhibiting the ability
of the swarm to perform a variety of tasks.

Performance of a swarm is measured relative to the following two domain
goals:

Domain Goal 1 Minimize the average positional difference, per time step, be-
tween the target location and the tracker location.

Domain Goal 2 Minimize the difference between total distance traveled by tar-
get and the total distance traveled by the tracker.

We note that neither criterion alone is sufficient to gauge the swarm’s success.
Consider using only Goal 1. The tracker could remain close to the target while
alternately racing ahead or falling behind. This would result in a good average
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difference but a path length that is significantly greater than that traveled by
the target. Alternately, using only Goal 2, the tracker could travel a path that
is the same length as that of the tracker while straying quite far, taking a very
different path.

Both the honeybee thermoregulation problem and the tracking problem are
examples of decentralized task allocation problems. There are certainly more
effective methods to achieve tracking and the focus of this work is not on that
problem domain. Rather the tracking problem is used here because it is an ex-
ample of a decentralized task allocation problem in which task demands and
contributions are clearly defined and measured, dynamic variation in task de-
mand over time can be systematically described, and overall performance can
be accurately measured as well as visually assessed.

3 Experimental details

To examine the effect of response duration, we vary the time period for which
an agent performs a task. This is done via a parameter named Prob check.
This parameter represents the probability that in any time step an agent will
undergo task selection. If an agent does not undergo task selection, it continues
working on its current task. It is important to note that Prob check is inversely
proportional to response duration. That is, a high Prob check value results in
less time spent on a task (more frequent task selection) while low Prob check

values result in more time spent on a task (less frequent task selection). We
perform experiments with Prob check values in [0.1, 1.0] in increments of 0.1.

We perform experiments using two target paths, circle and serpentine.

– circle: Target continuously revolves about a central point at a fixed distance,
resulting in a circular path with radius r. This creates continuously changing
task demands and requires the swarm to perform all tasks equally.

– serpentine: A periodic path that oscillates up and down, moving from west to
east. The motion is defined by amplitude and period values. Path amplitude

dictates how far the target moves in the north and south directions. Path period

controls the distance between peaks in the waveform.

The bottom of Table 1 shows parameters that allow some variation in the
circle and serpentine paths. These include seven radii for circle and four pairs
of amplitudes and periods for serpentine. With these parameter values, we can
affect the rate at which task demands change.

The top of Table 1 lists parameters that are fixed for all experiments. These
include the number of agents in the swarm and the number of time steps in each
simulation. Two other parameters require some explanation. When selecting a
task, agents may choose push NORTH, push SOUTH, push EAST, or push WEST.
Urgent task selection means that agents will select the task with the greatest
task demand. In each time step, the target moves a fixed distance defined by
Target step len. This value is fixed at 3 for these experiments. The maximum
distance the tracker can move is defined by the Target step len times the
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Table 1. Parameters with values fixed across all experiments (top) and those with
values that vary by experiment (bottom).

Parameter Value

Population size 200
Time steps 500
Task selection urgent
Target step len 3
Step ratio 1.5

Prob check [0.1, 1.0] by 0.1
Radius (circle) 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
Path amplitude (serpentine) 6, 9, 12, 15
Path period (serpentine) 10, 20, 30, 40

Step ratio. With a Step ratio of 1.0, all agents would have to push in the right
direction in order for the tracker to keep up with the target. Higher Step ratio

values allow for some agents to remain idle or undertake a wrong task without
severe consequences for the swarm.

Each experiment consists of 100 runs. We average data across all runs and
calculate 95% confidence intervals. We measure swarm performance by two data,
average positional difference between the target and tracker (Goal 1) and differ-
ence between target and tracker path lengths (Goal 2).

– Average Positional Difference: This is the mean over all time steps of the
Euclidean distance between the target and the tracker positions. This mea-
sures the deviation between the target and tracker paths over the course of
the run. The optimum value for this metric is zero.

– Path Length Difference: This is a measure of the difference between the total
path lengths traveled by the tracker and the target. A negative value for this
metric indicates that the tracker did not travel as far as the target, where
as a positive value means the tracker traveled a longer path than did the
target. The optimum value for this metric is zero.

4 Results

4.1 Can variable response duration improve self-organization?

We begin by asking the general question: does the desynchronization of agents
that results from variable response duration improve a swarm’s ability to self-
organize? Figure 1 shows two example instances of a tracker’s attempt to follow
a target along a circular path and a serpentine path. The left column shows
the results for Prob check = 1.0, which is uniform response duration. The right
column shows the results for Prob check = 0.4, where each agent has a 40%
chance of re-assessing its current action in each timestep and a 60% chance of
ignoring current task demands and continuing with its current task. The top row
shows a circular path. The bottom row shows a serpentine path.
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Fig. 1. Examples of tracker paths with Prob check = 1.0 (left column) and Prob check

= 0.4 (right column) following target on a circular path (top row) and serpentine path
(bottom row).

The plots in the left column show that, without any other mechanisms to
diversify agent actions, all agents act identically in every timestep because they
all perceive the same task demands in each timestep. As a result, the tracker
only moves in the four cardinal directions and the path it traces as it follows the
target is very blocky. The plots in the right column provide evidence that vari-
able response duration can have a desynchronizing effect that diversifies agent
actions. The Prob check value less than 1.0 causes only a subset of agents to
re-assess their actions in each timestep. Even though all of those agents may
select the same task, the swarm as a whole has a diversity of agent actions in
each timestep because of the agents that maintain their current task. As a result,
the tracker is able to move in more than just the four basic directions and is able
to follow the path of the target more closely and trace a smoother path. Thus,
the desynchronization effect of variable response duration can produce diversity
in agent actions that can improve self-organization.
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4.2 Implications of variable response duration

While variable response duration appears to desynchronize agent actions, it also
causes the swarm to react less promptly to task demands as swarms in which all
agents re-assess their actions in every timestep. As a result, the desynchroniza-
tion benefits of variable response duration may come at a cost of lowered swarm
responsiveness to changing task demands. That suggests that a problem with
frequently changing task demands will be more difficult for smaller Prob check

values (longer durations) than larger Prob check values (shorter durations). We
explore this hypothesis by examining the full range of Prob check values and
how they respond to paths that require increasing levels of responsiveness.

For a given Prob check value d, we can estimate the expected duration that
agents will stay on a task before re-assessing its actions. Let τ be the number of
time steps that an agent performs a task. For Prob check value d, the expected
value of τ is given by E(τ) = 1/d. We then calculate the average number of
time steps that agents act for each Prob check value in an example run of the
tracking simulation. Table 2 shows that the empirically observed durations from
a sample tracking run closely match the expected (E(τ)) value for all of the
Prob check values.

Table 2. Expected and observed number of time steps for an agent with a given
Prob check value to consider changing tasks.

Prob check d E(τ) Observed duration Prob check d E(τ) Observed duration

0.1 10.00 10.150221 0.6 1.67 1.664558
0.2 5.00 5.003253 0.7 1.43 1.431783
0.3 3.33 3.335890 0.8 1.25 1.249157
0.4 2.50 2.500249 0.9 1.11 1.111148
0.5 2.00 1.998521 1.0 1.00 1.000000

Figure 2 shows the Path Length Difference and Average Positional Difference
measures averaged over 100 simulation runs for Prob check values from 0.1 to
1.0 on circle paths with radii ranging from 30 down to 3. The x-axes of each
plot indicates Prob check values. The y-axes of the left column of plots indicate
Path Length Difference. The y-axes of the right column of plots indicate Average
Positional Difference. Each row of plots gives the results for a circular target
path with radii ranging from 30 down to 3. As a target path’s radius decreases,
required swarm responsiveness is expected to increase and we expect higher
Prob check values to be needed to maintain performance.

The left column of Figure 2 shows the average Path Length Difference aver-
aged over 100 runs with 95% confidence interval. Recall that the optimal Path
Length Difference is zero; a positive value indicates that the tracker travels far-
ther than the target; a negative value indicates that the tracker travels a shorter
distance than the target. Looking at the top plot in the left column of Figure 2,
we see that, on a circle of radius 30, tracker and target path lengths are most sim-
ilar at the lowest Prob check values. As Prob check values increase, the tracker
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Fig. 2. Path Length Difference (left column) and Average Positional Difference (right
column) measures averaged over 100 runs with 95% confidence intervals. Rows show
results from circles with path radii from 30 to 3.
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travels increasingly longer distances relative to the target. These extra distances
are due to the overshooting that occurs when too many agents respond, as seen
in the blocky movements of the left plot in Figure 1. As we move down the rows
in Figure 2, the plots show data from smaller and smaller circles. As the circle
radii shrink, the optimal Path Length Difference values are found at increasingly
higher Prob check values. At radius 10, optimal Prob check is between 0.2 and
0.3; at radius 3, optimal Prob check is between 0.5 and 0.6. Also as the circle
radii shrink, lower Prob check values start producing more and more negative
Path Length Difference values due to swarm responsiveness being too low for
the tracker to keep up with the target. Thus, as the target path (and task de-
mands) change more quickly, higher Prob check values are needed to achieve
optimal performance because agents need to re-assess and adjust their actions
more frequently to keep up with the target movement.

The right column of Figure 2 shows the Average Positional Difference aver-
aged over 100 runs with 95% confidence interval. The optimal Average Positional
Difference is zero. The top right plot of Figure 2 shows that all Prob check values
except for Prob check = 0.1 achieve Average Positional Difference of approxi-
mately 2 or less. As we move down the rows in Figure 2, Prob check = 0.1 results
improve but still lag behind higher Prob check values. The change in the results
for Prob check = 0.2 and 0.3 as circle radius decreases is more interesting. At
high circle radii, these values are relatively low. At radii of 15 and 10, the Av-
erage Positional Difference for Prob check = 0.2 and 0.3, respectively, increase
significantly. As radii continue to decrease, the results for both slowly drop back
down to values around 2. Higher Prob check values consistently achieve low
Average Positional Difference values.

Examination of individual runs explains these observed results as follows. At
high circle radii, the change in task demand is low from one time step to the
next. As a result, even trackers with relatively low Prob check values can follow
the target path. As circle radii decrease, the change in task demand from one
time step to the next increases. The increased change requires a more responsive
swarm for the tracker to be able to keep up with the target. When the target
task demand changes become too great for given Prob check value to keep up,
we see an increase in the Average Positional Difference. At this point, the tracker
lags so far behind the target that significant corner-cutting occurs. Because the
example runs presented are on a circular path, the corner cutting by the tracker
leads it to travel in a circular path within the target’s circular path. As the circle
radii continue to decrease, the change in task demand becomes more frequent.
Although the swarm has difficulty keeping up with the target, the decreasing
radii results in lower Average Positional Difference because the tracker is con-
stantly moving within the target path due to corner cutting. This behavior is
not unique to the circular target path; similar degradation trends are observed
in other path results.
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4.3 Combining response duration and response thresholds

While the results above show that variation in response duration can benefit
a swarm’s ability to self-organize, they also suggest that the effectiveness of
this mechanism may depend on a good pairing of Prob check value with the
dynamism of the path being tracked. In other words, optimal use of response
duration is only possible with a priori knowledge of the problem to which a swarm
is applied. Because a priori information is not always available, we explore other
situations where variation in response duration may be generally beneficial.

Specifically, we find that combining variable response durations with variable
response thresholds can provide added benefits. Variable response thresholds
have been shown to be a successful method for desynchronization of decentralized
agents. When agent resources are insufficient for addressing all problem demands,
however, such systems will fall behind and task attendance may lag task demand.
In the tracking problem such lags often manifest as corner cutting. Empirical
studies show that the lowered responsiveness that emerges from longer response
durations often results in a delayed reaction that resembles “inertia” in agent
task choices. Figure 3 shows an example of a serpentine path with a swarm using
variable response thresholds alone (left) and a swarm using variable response
thresholds combined with variable response duration (right). While the path on

Fig. 3. Effects of combining variable response duration with variable response thresh-
olds. Left: Variable response thresholds alone results in corner cutting. Right: When
variable response thresholds is combined with variable response duration, the delayed
reaction resulting from longer response durations mitigates corner cutting.

the left cuts corners, in the path on the right, the delayed response generated
by variable response duration pushes the tracker further into each turn and
reduces the corner cutting effect. Thus, while both variable response thresholds
and variable response durations may be used to desynchronize the actions of
decentralized agents, they do so using different mechanisms and there appear to
be potential advantages to combining multiple mechanisms.
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5 Conclusions

In this work, we examine the impact of variable response duration on the abil-
ity of a decentralized swarm to self-organize. We demonstrate that inter-agent
variation in response duration serves to desynchronize agent actions, improving
self-organization. A side effect of variable response duration is delayed response
to changing task demands when compared to swarms in which all agents undergo
task selection in every timestep. We can mitigate this effect with knowledge of
the target path. Tracking of paths with more frequent changes in task demands
benefits from higher prob check values (more frequent task selection).

A priori knowledge of a problem is not always possible and we may not be able
to choose effective prob check values. Thus, we combine variation in response
duration with variation in response thresholds. We show that these forms of
inter-agent variation are complementary due to using different mechanisms for
desynchronization. The delayed response due to response duration counters the
tendency to cut corners caused by use of response thresholds alone. Thus, for
the tracking problem, this combination appears to be beneficial.

One limitation of this work is that we consider only a single problem domain.
In future work, we plan to use additional problems to test the utility of response
duration. In addition, we will explore combinations of response duration with
other forms of inter-agent variation to determine if similar synergies exist.
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